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A B S T R A C T

PyDentity lowers the entry barrier for parties interested in experimenting with the Hyperledger’s verifiable
information exchange platform. It enables educators, developers and researchers to configure and initialise a
set of actors easily as associated Hyperledger Aries agents. This allows them to focus on writing domain-specific
business logic within a Jupyter notebook interface for each actor. Through this, actors can be customised to
determine their connections with others, the messages they send, and how they respond to messages they
received. This simple architecture allows for fast iteration and detailed exploration of the possible interactions
and use cases that this platform supports. Additionally, notebooks can easily be made self-documenting and
easily replicated by multiple parties. PyDentity has already been used in several research and education
projects.
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1. Introduction

PyDentity is an open-source project [1], developed within the Open-
Mined open-source community in order to create a Self-Sovereign Iden-
tity (SSI) framework that utilises attribute-based credentials [2]. This
framework combines three open-source Hyperledger projects; Ursa,
Indy and Aries. Hyperledger Ursa [3] provides generic trust imple-
mentations of common cryptographic protocols, including CL-RSA sig-
natures [4] and BBS+ signatures [5,6], both of which can be used
to issue privacy-enhanced cryptographic credentials. The Hyperledger
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Indy project [7] consists of two repositories: (i) Indy-node contain-
ing the code to run a node and contribute to consensus within an
Indy-based distributed ledger network, and (ii) Indy-SDK providing
an interface layer to interact with Indy ledgers, wallet storage and
the relevant cryptographic protocols exposed by Ursa. Finally, Hy-
perledger Aries [8] defines and manages a set of specifications for
the implemented agents to establish secure communication channels
with other agents and exchange a series of messages associated with a
specified protocol [9]. For example, the issue-credential protocol [10],
which defines the set of messages and state transitions required for
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Fig. 1. Aries Jupyter Playground Overview.

two agents in the respective roles of issuer and holder to successfully
engage in this protocol such that on completion, the holder has a signed
credential from the issuer that they will be able to verifiably present in
future interactions with other agents. Open-source code implementing
these agents is being produced in a number of different programming
languages, including Python, Go, .Net and JavaScript.

2. Description

Our software aims to help researchers and developers experiment
and quickly deploy these technologies in multiple use cases. Specifi-
cally, within an academic setting, the aim is to simplify the process by
which researchers can spin up a set of agents and develop business logic
around how these agents interact and exchange verifiable information.
Allowing researchers to design and validate specific use cases involving
a set of actors, roles, purposes, and information exchanges within an
interactive environment.

The outcome was the production of the Aries-Jupyter-Playground
[11], which has been extracted into a standalone GitHub repository
that anyone can clone and customise accordingly. The playground
uses Docker Compose [12] to manage an environment containing the
relevant Docker services required for each actor within the playground.
These include:

• An Aries-Cloudagent-Python (ACA-Py) instance — This uses a
Docker image published and maintained by the open-source ACA-
Py project [13]. The agent instance is configurable through an
environment file, including defining the Indy network they inter-
act with. An Indy network can be run locally, or a test network
such as the Sovrin StagingNet can be used.

• A PostgreSQL database [14] — This stores and persists the state
of the agent across multiple instantiations of the environment.
Specifically, any cryptographic keys and credential objects they
have received.

• A Jupyter Notebook server [15] — This is where custom business
logic can be written to model an actor controlling their agent
to engage in protocols with other agents within the environ-
ment. The ACA-Py agent exposes a Swagger interface [16] and
posts events (such as when it receives a message) to a definable
endpoint. A custom ‘‘pip installable’’ Python library, the Aries
Cloud Controller [17], has been developed to simplify this process
within the notebooks. Additionally, each notebook’s Docker ser-
vice has the same recipes folder mounted as a volume providing
templates for common interactions, further reducing the time it
takes to get a working demo.

• An Ngrok server [18] (optional) — Ngrok can be used to tunnel
the HTTP port that the ACA-Py instance exposes to receive mes-
sages from other agents to the public internet. This is useful if
one wishes to interact with agents not running locally on their
computer, for example, mobile agents downloadable from app
stores.

The resulting architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1, with two exam-
ple actors Bob and Alice, as modelled in the default Aries-Jupyter-
Playground. The key innovation here is the ability for any set of
actors within a system to easily be modelled utilising this environment
in a way that minimises the prerequisite knowledge of the different
components of the Hyperledger platform and the way they integrate
together, which can be complex. Researchers can focus on writing
domain-specific business logic within a familiar Jupyter notebook in-
terface. This allows them to explore research related to this technology
quickly. The most notable questions include how SSI might be applied
to this domain, who are the key actors and what information exchanges
need to occur. Although, this playground could also support more
technical experiments evaluating the underlying Hyperledger platform.
Furthermore, any experiments can easily be made self-documenting
using Markdown cells to be straightforward for other researchers to
replicate, challenge, or extend.

3. Impacts and future work

This software environment was originally developed to support re-
search into the feasibility of using the mentioned Hyperledger platforms
to facilitate the secure communication of privacy-preserving machine
learning messages between authenticated actors under a healthcare
scenario [19,20]. It has since been applied within the OpenMined
community to create education material around decentralised identity
as a tool for structured transparency [21]. Additionally, it is currently
being used to design a credential ecosystem for the Scottish Healthcare
system after engagement with healthcare professionals [22]. Future
goals include exploring the possibility for closer integration between
the Hyperledger stack, PyVertical [23] and PySyft [24].
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